
Insight into the forensic expert’s report

BY DR. MARC RABINOFF

Taking it to the Courts
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A formal report is required 
in federal court unless the 
court has opted out of such 

a requirement, and many state courts 
have adopted federal rules. Further, in 
most states there are specific deadlines 
by which an attorney must disclose 
or provide to the court and opposing 
counsel the forensic expert’s report. 
In lawsuits involving weightrooms, 
you should expect to deal with formal 
reports from forensic experts.

Although the attorney is respon-

sible for requesting a formal written 

report, the forensic expert should ask 

beforehand whether a written report 

will be required and when it is due. A 

good forensic expert will use an orga-

nized note-taking system during the 

investigation of the evidence that can 

go a long way in helping to prepare a 

report.

Before writing the report, the 

forensic expert will compile all the data 

gathered during discovery and review 

them to determine how the report 

should be organized. The forensic 

expert should clearly state his or her 

opinions regarding information uncov-

ered during discovery.

Consequently, the attorneyshould 

inform the expert of the facts required 

to develop the burden of proof. It is 

critical that the attorney know and 

understand what the expert witness 

will say during the trial. The foren-

sic expert’s report should be concise 

and based on testimony and research 

from the industry or specifi c disci-

pline. Throughout the writing process 

the forensic expert should anticipate 

rebuttals by forensic experts represent-

ing opposing counsel. Here are a few 

other qualities of the good report. It 

should…

is preliminary or fi nal

practical experiences of the forensic 

expert, as well as the information dis-

covered in data collection, that helped 

form the basis for the opinion

documents and objects as reviewed 

to provide concrete evidence for the 

opinions and conclusions expressed in 

the report

is willing to review future issues and 

that these would be included in any 

additional reports requested

signature and appropriate title. Titles 

can include earned degrees, profes-

sional rank, certifi cations or business 

job titles

An attorney will often suggest 

alternative ways for the expert to 

express a conclusion or opinion, but 

such suggestions should be limited to 

elements of style and should not affect 

the content of the opinion. The foren-

sic process is a team effort.  

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

“The Dark Side of 

Sports” is a regular feature 

by Dr. Marc Rabinoff that 

answers questions about 

safety and liability based 

upon actual litigations.

This chapter is an excerpt from Dr. 
Marc Rabinoff’s book, The Dark Side of 
Sports: a Personal Journey Through a 
Sports Liability Lawsuit.
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CONCEPT TO COMPLETION™
SUPERIOR WEIGHTROOMS = ATHLETIC DOMINANCE 

Call BFS and talk to one of our sales staff to get started now!

For over 30 years BFS has been providing middle schools, junior high schools and senior high 
schools with the tools they need for success. We’d like to do the same for your school. We are your 
full-service company for not only all your Exercise Equipment needs, but for safe and effective 
Exercise Instruction and Program Design.     

The 2D illustration is the 1st step of the Concept to Completion process. These illustrations are 
drawn to scale to show you exactly how your weightroom can look, thereby ensuring proper 
use of available space and the best design for safe traffic flow.
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In addition to 2D illustrations, BFS can also provide you with 3D illustrations These 3D 
renderings are drawn to scale to show you exactly how your weightroom can look, ensuring 
proper use of available space and the best design for safe traffic flow. Having a 3D illustration 
is also a great way to help generate funding for a new facility. (BFS must complete a 2D 
illustration of your facility prior to the 3D illustration)
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3D Illustration $250.00 
Fee waived upon order of $3000.00 or more - Item #325095

BFS provides unmatched, ongoing support. With instructional clinics in safety and technique 
as well as coaches’ certification courses, BFS provides all the tools for raising your program to 
THE NEXT LEVEL!
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BEGIN TO WIN TODAY - CALL 1-800-628-9737 
online at www.biggerfasterstronger.com • email us at info@bfsmail.com

843 West 2400 South, Salt Lake City, UT 84119  • Fax (801) 975-1159

DEDICATED TO HELPING ATHLETES SUCCEED SINCE 1976


